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CRSIG LIABILITY PROGRAM

➢CRSIG is self-insured for the first $250,000 of every 

occurrence or claim.

➢Purchase $37,750,000 xs $250,000 SIR from Excess 

Liability insurers

➢All CRSIG members (31) share in losses within our 

SIR.



SCHOOL SITE ACTIVITIES

As each school year commences then comes to a close, planning for various graduation, celebrations 
and fund raiser events is critical to the CRSIG member and JPA.  Please review and familiarize 
yourself with CRSIG’s Risk Management Guideline lists and the level of insurance coverage that 
should be required for the various activities.

Recommendation:

All school site activities should undergo an approval process that includes an evaluation by an 
administrator who can verify compliance with the CRSIG Risk Management Guidelines.

Administrators need to carefully weigh each event to ensure that it is a safe activity for participants, 
appropriate for the occasion and age, and that the district is properly insured.  Determination of 
approval should include at a minimum, responses to the following questions: 
1)  Is this activity appropriate for the school site as opposed to other community sites such as the local 
fair grounds?
2)  Is there a connection between the activity and the school’s mission?

Special Note: Events involving alcohol, fireworks and aircraft (helicopters, air 
balloons) are specifically excluded from coverage by your district’s policy.



GUIDELINES:

1. Address the type of activity:  The next pages list activities which may be 
considered by user groups at school facilities. The activities have been grouped into 
three categories based upon their relative level of risk. Since some of these activities 
may be modified in such a way to move them into a higher or lower risk category, it is 
very important to touch base with CRSIG to clarify an accurate scope of the activity 
and the exposure created for the district.  In classifying these activities, consideration 
was given to the type and nature of injuries which could be caused as well as the 
potential for multiple claimants sustaining injuries from a single activity occurrence.  

2. Identify the activity’s risk level and recommended minimum liability 
limits per occurrence for the activity or if it is a prohibited activity.

3. Obtain a Certificate Of Insurance AND Additional Insured Endorsement 
that verifies the appropriate level of insurance coverage for the low and medium risk 
activities.  (Please note that a certificate of insurance and additional insured 
endorsement are two separate documents.  The certificate describes the types and 
limits of coverage whereas the endorsement is a separate page that is added to the 
insurance policy naming your district as a covered party.)

4. Obtain the documents and check for compliance: Certificates Of Insurance 
and Additional Insured Endorsements should be collected from the vendor well in 
advance of the event (At least three weeks prior to the event.).  



www.crsig.com









CRSIG RISK LEVELS –
LIABILITY LIMITS / PROHIBITED EVENTS

LOW RISK: (Recommended minimum liability limits of $500,000 per 
occurrence)

✓ Auctions
✓ Auto Shows
✓ Bridge Clubs
✓ Bingo Games
✓ Bake and Candy Sales
✓ Bicycle Safety Events
✓ Car Washes
✓ Garage Sales
✓ Movies
✓ Seminars, Lectures and Meetings



MEDIUM RISK: 
(Recommended minimum liability limits of $1,000,000 per occurrence)

✓Baseball, Softball, Basketball, Volleyball, Soccer 
games (Does not include alumni events, staff or 
students vs. staff)

✓Breakfast, Luncheons, Brunches, Dinners

✓Carnivals; without mechanical rides, bounce houses 
or blow ups

✓School Dances

CRSIG RISK LEVELS –
LIABILITY LIMITS / PROHIBITED EVENTS



CRSIG RISK LEVELS –
HIGH RISK – PROHIBITED

Aircraft or Aviation Activities Airsoft Alumni Sports Competition

Animal Rides Automobile speed or racing 
contests

Bicycle events acrobatics, stunts 
and or/contests

Blow Ups & Bounces/Jump 
Houses

Carnivals with mechanical rides Circus

Climbing Walls above 6’ Dunk Tanks Foam Parties/Paint Parties

Martial Arts contests and 
demonstrations

Petting Zoos Private parties & Celebrations

Rodeo Activities Roller Skating, Blading or 
Boarding

Tractor Pulls

Trampolines (except small 
rebound devices)

Use, sale, distribution of any 
explosives, fireworks or 
pyrotechnic devises

Watercraft Activities



PARADES



Participation in on-site and off-site parades by students 

and staff should undergo an approval process that 

includes an evaluation by an administrator who can 

verify compliance with the CRSIG Risk Management 

Guidelines.  

PARADES –
On and Off School Sites



The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) is 

calling for localities to adopt more stringent safety 

measures. The agency issued several recommendations 

in a November report that found governments and 

sponsoring entities often lack adequate planning 

procedures and clear rules for parades.

PARADES



The most notable recommendation for localities in the 

NTSB report, calls for governments to require written 

safety plans as part of an event approval process. 

At a minimum, NTSB states, the plan should address 

risk mitigation and contingency planning, safety 

briefings, driver and vehicle screening, float safety 

and notifying railroads or other entities about 

potential hazards.

PARADES

http://www.ntsb.gov/doclib/reports/2013/HAR1302.pdf


“We want to really get organizations and communities 

that want to do parades to think about the risks ahead 

of time so that they can be managed.” 

Some of the more common parade hazards include 

participants falling off floats or performers being run 

over. Children running out into streets to retrieve candy 

also pose safety risks

PARADES

http://www.governing.com/topics/public-justice-safety/gov-parade-accidents-death-pose-safety-concerns-for-local-governments.html



PARADES – CRSIG GUIDELINES 

1. No students, staff, board members should be 

allowed to ride in the bed of a pick-up truck.

2. If a flat bed truck is utilized:

➢ No individuals should be allowed to ride on the side 

or back of the flat bed with legs dangling off the sides 

of the flat bed.  

➢ If riders are located on the flat bed, the flat bed needs 

to have installed a barrier high enough to prevent a 

fall off the sides or back of the bed during sudden 

stops or starts.



PARADES – CRSIG GUIDELINES

3. Parade participants should never be allowed to sit on 
the back edge or top of the back seat of a convertible 
automobile.  Instead, riders should be seated and 
belted in the car seats.

4. The use of animals large and small should be 
prohibited.

5. Drivers of all vehicles in the parade should be 
licensed adults over the age of 25.

6. Prior to any vehicle entering the parade, a school staff 
member should perform a walk around safety check 
of all vehicles and any riders.



PARADES – CRSIG GUIDELINES

7. Marching bands and demonstrations in a parade should 

be supervised by adults at least at each corner of the 

group as it marches in the parade.

8. Supervisors walking along with groups should monitor 

participants for physical exhaustion and heat exhaustion 

signs.  Adequate water should always be readily 

available to participants and supervisors.

9. A Parent Permission Form for Field Trips or 

Excursions should be obtained for all students who 

participate in parades.   



➢An 8-year-old boy lost his life this summer when a 
Fourth of July parade float driven by his father ran 
him over during the city’s annual LibertyFest event.

➢A 7-year-old boy died after suffering injuries in a 
similar parade float accident in Annapolis, Md.

➢Another fatality occurred that day in Bangor, Maine, 
when a fire truck in a parade hit a man driving an 
antique farm tractor.

PARADES



Multiple deaths, injuries reported after SUV plows into 
Wisconsin Christmas parade
Authorities in a Milwaukee suburb continued overnight to 
deal with the aftermath after a red SUV plowed into 
Christmas parade marchers and spectators Sunday 

evening, striking more than 20 adults and children. 
Waukesha city officials early Monday confirmed that at 
least five people had died and more than 40 suffered 
injuries.

November 21, 2021

PARADES –
On and Off School Sites

https://www.foxnews.com/category/us/us-regions/midwest/wisconsin
https://www.foxnews.com/category/world/disasters


September 26, 2021

Sloan, Iowa – According to KCAU, a 12-year-old kid died 

during a homecoming parade in western Iowa on Friday.

Kage McDonald was identified as the victim by the 

Westwood Community School District. According to 

Woodbury County Deputy William Brooks, the kid was ran 

over after falling from a float when reaching for a bottle of 

water.

PARADES –
On and Off School Sites



SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 2008
Teen Dies In Homecoming Parade Accident 

(CBS4/AP) WESTCLIFFE, Colo. The town of Westcliffe is mourning the death of a teen who was 
injured during a high school homecoming parade Saturday.

Custer County High School canceled its homecoming game and dance after the accident.

County officials say Courtney Curtis, 15, tried to climb aboard a float built on a flatbed trailer 
and fell under the trailer's back wheels.

"She was trying to get on between the trailer and the tractor portion of the float … and her feet 
slipped," Sheriff Fred Jones said. "This has bothered me a lot and I've seen a lot in my career, but this 
has bothered me more than most of them."

She was taken to a hospital, where she was pronounced dead.

"She was a happy girl lots and lots of friends." Principal Barb Jones said. "She was a quiet student, 
but very well loved."

Custer County High School has canceled classes for Monday.

Grief counselors will be on hand when school resumes.

PARADES –
On and Off School Sites



Student’s death raises safety concerns

By Raymond Legendre
Staff Writer

Published: Thursday, September 30, 2010 at 11:00 a.m.

THIBODAUX — When Nathan Trepagnier and his fraternity mates took a hayride down Audubon 
Avenue Saturday, they were participating in a homecoming activity, approved by Nicholls State 
University officials, that was supposed to be safe.

But in the wake of the 19-year-old Metairie native’s death, trailer manufacturers and law-enforcement 
officials have raised concerns about the safety of people riding on trailers meant to haul equipment.

Trepagnier was run over and killed after falling from a hayride traveling on Audubon Avenue Saturday 
afternoon, State Police said. 

Trepagnier, who had been sitting on bale of hay, was trying to 
reposition himself when he fell, authorities said. 

PARADES –
On and Off School Sites

mailto:raymond.legendre@houmatoday.com


GUSTINE – A cheerleader fell out of the truck bed of a borrowed truck 
driven by 17 year-old male on the way to a July 4th parade. The 
cheerleader advisor did not seek administration approval for the 
activity. Several liability issues present include 1) unsecured 
passengers in back of truck 2) tailgate down in back of truck 3) truck 
was “souped-up” with touchy throttle and 4) youthful, inexperienced 
driver. Massive head injuries needing constant lifetime care. The 
initial claim filing was $76m. Later, the statement of damages 
included $2m present medical costs, $15m future costs, $3m wage loss 
and $30m general damages totaling $50m. A $45m coverage limit was 
available to file. Lengthy mediation efforts resulted in $17.5m 
settlement. 

Lesson - need to have oversight toward outside activities approved by 
district administration prior to engaging in the activity.

PARADES – CRSIG CLAIM



CARNIVAL ACTIVITIES



CARNIVAL ACTIVITIES

Carnival events are a popular activity for school
community fellowship and fund raising for the school.
While some carnivals put on by PTAs and Parent/Teacher
groups tend to offer low risk activities, occasionally the
activities bring unnoticed risk to the school. There are also
commercial vendors who partner with schools agreeing to
turn a portion of the profit back to the school in exchange
for using the school site. Many times, the value of the
financial return offered by the carnival is far outweighed by
the cost of risk to the school and CRSIG.



Recommendation:

All carnival activity events should be specifically

approved by the School District Board contingent to

the provision of adequate insurance coverage and

compliance with the CRSIG Risk Management

Guidelines

CARNIVAL ACTIVITIES



Carnival Guidelines – Outside Vendors

The types of carnival rides, performances and demonstrations should be reviewed for 
coverage versus exclusion status with the CRSIG Memorandum of Coverage.  This can 
be accomplished by providing a written description of the event to the CRSIG Broker for 
analysis.  This approval should be requested prior to submitting the event for approval.

Outside vendors should provide a certificate of insurance (Proof of 
insurance coverage) to the school district at the minimum per occurrence 
level recommended by the CRSIG Broker.

Outside vendors should provide an Additional Insured Endorsement 
naming the school district as additionally insured under the vendor’s 
insurance policy.  (Note:  Language to this affect typed onto a Certificate of Insurance 
is not adequate.)

No carnival event should be allowed to be set up or staged at a school site by an outside 
vendor during school instruction time  (during the school year, summer school, after 
school sessions.)

Animals should never be allowed as component of a carnival.  (Eg.  Petting zoo, pony 
rides, viewings.)



Dunk tanks and jump/bounce houses are high risk 
prohibited activities due to the increased exposure and 
nature of the typical injuries. If a district proceeds with these 
activities, and has obtained outside insurance coverage, the district at 
a minimum should carefully risk manage each activity:

Dunk Tanks: Only adult staff members in the dunk tank 
One other adult managing the line of pitchers

Bounce Houses/Blow Ups: >12’ slides, bungee devices:
Prohibited

Inflatable Obstacle Courses: Only staff members to supervise 
course, no parents.  Large and small children are not allowed to enter 
together.

Carnival Guidelines –
School or Parent/Teacher Groups:



Carnival Guidelines – School or 
Parent/Teach Groups (cont.)

Insurance:

If the carnival is put on by a parent group that is not an 
approved District auxiliary organization, proof of 
insurance should be provided to the district for the 
event.   If the group’s general insurance policy does not 
cover the event, CRSIG can assist by providing an 
insurance company who will provide special event 
coverage at a cost to the groups (application can be 
found at www.crsig.com).       



TODAY | June 02, 2014 
'Horrific and scary': Kids injured as another bounce house flies way
Several children were injured over the weekend when a bounce house in 
Colorado went airborne, with kids trapped inside. 

BOUNCE HOUSES / INFLATABLES



BOUNCE HOUSES / INFLATABLES

CRSIG Guidelines

INFLATABLES:  Obstacle courses, Slides < 12’, 

Sumo Wrestlers

➢ NO BOUNCE / JUMP HOUSES

➢ NO SLIDES > 12’

➢ NO CLIMBERS

➢ NO BUNGEE DEVICES



BOUNCE HOUSES / INFLATABLES

RISK MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS TO MITIGATE 
DISTRICT LIABILITY

1. Have a written contract in place with the vendor, stating that the district
has hold harmless / indemnity protection for any and all claims,
with a related certificate of insurance with at least $1m per occurrence /
$2m aggregate liability limits ($2m/$4m is better) and the district
named as an additional insured via endorsement.

2. The written contract states that the vendor sets up the rented equipment
or at least the vendor is present to supervise staff setting up the
equipment / signs off on the job when completed.

3. The written contract states that the vendor provides rules / training for
supervision. Further, staff supervision should be employed rather than
student supervision.



ACTUAL CLAIM - #1

➢ The principal of a Northern California high school made an 
inflatable slide / castle available for student use during a year-end 
event. 

➢ The District had a “hand shake” agreement with the vendor who 
provided the equipment. The District did not enter into a written 
contract with the vendor and did not require a Certificate of 
Insurance and Additional Insured Endorsement naming the District 
as an Additional Insured under the vendor’s commercial general 
liability policy. 

➢ The vendor delivered the attraction to the high school and did not 
provide instructions for assembly / use. Students actually inflated / 
constructed the slide / castle. 

➢ The District did not require students / parents to sign use 
permission forms and/or waiver of liability forms. A gust of wind 
toppled the slide and several students were injured. 

TOTAL INCURRED BODILY INJURY SETTLEMENTS / EXPENSES 
APPROACHED $250K.



ACTUAL CLAIM - #2

➢ A school administrator rented an inflatable slide from a 
friend with a “hand shake” agreement for a school event.

➢ The District set up the slide and assigned a STUDENT 
monitor to supervise the slide activity. 

➢ On the day of the event, there was windy weather and 
too many students allowed on the slide. 

➢ The slide collapsed resulting in some students falling 
from as high as 25 feet to the ground. 

➢ Several students had significant injuries. 
TOTAL INCURRED BODILY INJURY SETTLEMENTS / 

EXPENSES APPROACHED $1,000,000. 



FIREWORKS



FIREWORKS

Fireworks, explosives and pyrotechnic devices are 

EXCLUDED from CRSIG’s insurance coverage.

If you have any event with this type of exposure, separate 

insurance must be purchased or evidence of insurance from 

the provider of the fireworks or event such as the city, 

county or other types of groups.

AN ADDITIONAL INSURED ENDORSEMENT NAMING 

THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IS MANDATORY.



GRADUATION CELEBRATION 
COMMITTEES

As each school year comes to a close, many school graduation celebrations are planned by 
Graduation or Sober Graduation committees.  

Originally, Sober Grad Committees included law enforcement and parent volunteers who worked 
closely with school officials.  Over time however, some committees have evolved to the point where 
planning, fundraising and decision making have become the responsibility of a parent committee 
only while other Sober Grad Committees continue to include the partnerships described above.

For 8th grade graduation, historically the parents of the graduates or future graduates have served 
under a committee managed by the school.  Over time however, some committees have evolved to the 
point where planning, fund raising and decision making have become the responsibility of a parent 
committee only.  

Recommendation:

1. All graduation committees should undergo an approval process that includes an evaluation by an 
administrator who can verify compliance with the CRSIG Risk Management Guidelines.

2. Administrators need to carefully clarify if a committee is acting under the direction of the school 
and is covered under the school’s insurance, or if the committee is acting independent from the school.



GRADUATION CELEBRATION 
COMMITTEES (cont.)

Covered Committees

1)  If a graduation committee has been approved by a school administrator and is under 
the direction of the school administrator, the graduation celebration can be viewed as a 
school-sponsored activity.  The administrator should ensure the following at a 
minimum:

a.  All activities meet the CRISG Risk Levels/Liability Limits/Prohibited Events                 
requirements.

b.  That vendors who provide services/activities provide the following insurance    
documents at least 2 weeks prior to the celebration:  Certificate of Insurance and 
Additional Insured Endorsement that verifies the appropriate level of insurance 
coverage for the low and medium risk activities. 

c.  Ensure adequate supervision of students and any guests.  Never allow early 
releases unless a school staff member in authority has talked directly 
to the custodial parent.



GRADUATION CELEBRATION 
COMMITTEES (cont.)

Non-Covered Committees

2)  If a graduation committee plans, raises funds, controls the funds, holds 
meetings and makes decisions without oversight and control by the 
district, the graduation celebration should be viewed as a “private party”  
put on by a group of parents.  

a.  When this occurs, the administrator should not approve the celebration 
as a school-sponsored activity.

b. The administrator should notify all graduate’s parents that the school is 
not sponsoring the graduation celebration and should not allow the use 
of school staff or equipment to advertise the event.

c. Establish a celebration at the school site for the graduating students 
that is managed by the school.



WATERSLIDE PARKS



WATERSLIDE PARKS –
Actual Loss - 1997

➢ The collapse of the water slide in the Concord water park was caused by 
teen-age misjudgment. The senior class from a Napa high school had 
spent the day at the park. When they were told by their chaperones that 
they would be leaving, many of them decided to ''clog'' the highest slide 
in an attempt to break a record held by the class of 1996, which got 60 
people on the slide at once. The class of 1997 was shooting for 70.

➢ You can imagine what happened. Thirty-two teens fell off the slide. One, 
a girl, was killed in the fall. Tragic, but preventable.

➢ Waterworld USA, a water slide designer and the Napa Unified School 
District have agreed to pay more than $4 million to 14 victims of a 
deadly water-slide collapse. The majority of the $4 million to $4.5 
million settlement went to five or six students who suffered 
"substantial, lifelong" injuries after the Banzai Pipeline water slide at 
the Concord theme park collapsed under the weight of a pack of 
students on June 2, 1997

http://www.sfgate.com/search/?action=search&channel=bayarea&inlineLink=1&searchindex=gsa&query=%22Waterworld+USA%22


PROM HELD ON YACHT

1. The District must receive a certificate of insurance and additional 
insured endorsement from the yacht company naming the District and 
the minimum limits required are $5,000,000. 

2. If a bus is to be chartered to transport the students to and from the 
destination a certificate of insurance and additional insured endorsement 
from the charter bus company naming the District must be obtained with 
minimum limits of $5,000,000.

3. We suggest a permission slip be drafted including a code of conduct for 
each student participating and it be signed by parents or guardians 
clearly stating where the prom is to be held and what the activities will 
be. (it might be a good idea for the District's general counsel to at least 
review the permission slip).

4. We recommend the District staff this prom with at least the same number 
of teachers and or administrators that would be present if the event were 
held at a land venue. All rules and regulations that would apply to a 
school prom for this District would be in place for this yacht prom also.



HOW DO YOU PROTECT YOUR 
DISTRICT AND CRSIG?

1. Transfer the risk whenever possible:

➢ Obtain Certificate of Insurance

➢ Obtain Additional Insured Endorsements naming the 

District on the Other Party/Vendor’s Insurance

2. Purchase Special Event Insurance.

3. Don’t hold/sponsor the event.



CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE AND 
ADDITIONAL INSURED ENDORSEMENTS

Certificates of Insurance and Additional Insured Endorsement are two 
separate documents.  

The certificate describes the types and limits of coverage whereas the 

An Additional Insured endorsement is a separate page that is added to 
the other party’s insurance policy naming your district as a 
covered party to their insurance.

Blanket Additional Insured Endorsement – refers to entity named in 
contract.



48



FINE PRINT – Box 2

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER
OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO
RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
THIS CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AMEND,
EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE BY THE
POLICIES BELOW.



Fine Print – Box 5

THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN
ISSUED TO THE NAMED INSURED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY
PERIOD INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY
REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT
OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE
INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED
HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS, EXCLUSIONS,
AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES.

50



Fine Print – Box 11

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE

CANCELLED BEFORE THE EXPIRATION DATE THEROF,

NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN ACCORDANCE WITH

THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

51



Check for Compliance

✓Name of the Insurance Company issuing each 
policy

✓Named Insured

✓Address of the Named Insured

✓Description of Coverage

✓Policy Limits – occurrence and aggregate

✓Policy Numbers

✓Policy Periods

✓Coverage Type (Occurrence vs. Claims Made)

52



Follow Up Until Correct

✓If not supplied or wrong form, keep trying

✓If do not have required coverage or 
endorsement, consider risk and options

✓Vendors/contractors insurance available

✓If project lasts beyond policy expiration set 
reminder for 45 days prior and request if not yet 
received

53



Additional Insured Endorsement

MUST have to amend the policy

➢ “This endorsement modifies insurance provided under 
the following”: Direct rights to recovery under the policy
▪ General liability – most important

▪ Auto liability – useful but  not critical since most 
policies have “omnibus” wording

▪ Workers’ Compensation – important only if contracted 
employees are under your direction or control 

54



Additional Insured Endorsement

❖The most preferred endorsement is Insurance Services 
Office (ISO) Form No. CG 20 10 11 85, covering damages 
arising from “your work”.

❖Covers both “products and completed operations”
as well as “ongoing operations”

❖ Insurers will likely refuse to use old forms

❖Newer forms may have to be accepted – rev. dates 10 01, 
07 19 or 12 19

55



Additional Insured Endorsement

❖Newer endorsements forms that are acceptable, if 
CG 20 10 11 85 not available: 

❑CG 2010 12 19 = “ongoing operations”

❑CG 2037 12 19 = “your work” – “products – completed 
operations hazard”

❖Must have both to get same coverage as 11 85 form

❖The December 2019 versions of the Additional Insured 
Endorsements delete the phrase “shown in the 
Declarations” from the April 2013 versions of the 
endorsements.

56



Keep Good Records - Indefinitely

❑ Original bid specs

❑ Original contract, addenda, support documentation

❑ Certificate(s) of insurance

❑ Additional insured endorsement

❑ Any other endorsements

❑ Copy of contractor’s policy, if provided

❑ All correspondence concerning insurance or claims 

pertaining to the contract

57



WOULD YOU SPONSOR THIS 
EVENT/FUND RAISER? IF SO HOW?



WOULD YOU SPONSOR THIS 
EVENT/FIELD TRIP?  IF SO, HOW?



WOULD YOU SPONSOR THIS 
EVENT?



WOULD YOU SPONSOR THIS 
EVENT?



WOULD YOU SPONSOR THIS 
EVENT? IF SO, HOW?



QUESTIONS?

IF YOU’RE NOT SURE ABOUT AN EVENT 
AND THE RISK TO THE DISTRICT, 

EMAIL OR CALL CRSIG  

1. #579-7535 

2. susan@crsig.com or angela@crsig.com

mailto:susan@crsig.com
mailto:angela@crsig.com

